


World Class Gluing System 

EXCEEDING VINYL-WRAP EXPECTATIONS FOR OVER 75 YEARS.

Modernform Doors has attained Western Australia's first and only world-class 

gluing system which acts as an impervious membrane to the back of 

our PVC vinyl. 

Now exceeding the strength and longevity of paint & lacquer, Modernform 

hold no record of de-laminated products for over 15 years. 

This thermo-fusion process eliminates the increase of moisture within 

our MDF board which would usually cause fibre-swelling. Therefore our 

end product results in a much smoother, hygienic finish for years to come. 

Modernform Doors is currently the only manufacturer of vinyl-wrap doors using 

the thermo-fusion system in Australia since 2002. The process is undertaken 

in-house with full control. Our aim is to save industry production time 

and address health issues associated with current spray systems 

still used today. 
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Who we are 

Modernform Doors is a West Australian family owned and operated business providing quality kitchen, 

bathroom, laundry, bedroom and outdoor vinyl finishes matching any customer requirements. 

We have been assisting the cabinet making industry for over 15 years and now 

encourage home renovators, carpenters, builders and interior designers to view our 

range as we expand our services yearly. 

We differentiate ourselves from any other vinyl-door suppliers across WA with the use of extensive 

software and technology from the most renowned machinery companies around the world. 

Our vinyl products set the bar for Australian vinyl-door manufacturing with examples 

currently being used in commercial projects such as Crown Towers & Casino, Televison & 

other beautiful projects around the world. Over100 diverse door profiles now exist at 

Modernform Doors with a large range of colours and finishes to suit. 

Vinyl-wrap doors are also versatile, practical and economical, giving our customers the freedom 

to design their own home. They also have an array of excellent properties, including moisture 

resistance and strength, making it the perfect material for your doors, panels & 

drawers in the years to come. 

Our vinyl-doors are made from a high quality, 18mm moisture resistant MDF material. MDF 

boards are environmentally friendly and are vacuum-sealed preventing any moisture penetrating 

the surface and eliminating the possibility of chipped edges. 

With dedicated staff through all steps of production, Modernform Doors ensure the highest 

quality and carry a seven year guarantee as of 2010 against faulty workmanship 

(conditions apply). 

Our mission is to grow Western Australia's building industry by generating top quality 

products in-house and with the implementation of new products and services 

ever year, assist workplaces in saving money, time and man-power. 
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Category1 
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Most can be applied to ball Category 1, 2 &3 doors and panels. 
Our standard E1 attains a 3mm round edge however customers can query about 

applications with our via email or phone. 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may from the actual product 6
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Category 2 

Beverley El Bilbarin El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 11



Cascade El Cervantes El Collie El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 12



Category 2 

Dunsborough El Eastbrook El Esperance El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 13



Gladstone El Guilderton El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 14



Joondalup El Kalbarri El Kalgoorlie El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 15
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Muchea El Myalup El Nannup El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and maydifferfrom the actual product 17



Category 2 
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Waroona El Westdale El Wialki El 

Please note that all graphics are for illustration only and may differ from the actual product 19
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Category 4 - Aluminium Edges

4mm front aluminium edges can be used with any vinyl colour or 
centre pro�le of your choice. This will result in a door with a slimline 
edge that grants the luxury or commercial feel invarious applications. 
Modernform’s aluminium �nishes are used in many alfrescos, kitchens,
bars and wardrobes.
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Accessories 
Finger Grips 

A handleless kitchen is almost the go to for attaining a 'modern' 

look in any persons home. There's something about the clean 

and effortless look of a handleless kitchen that home owners 

seem to love, especially in many contemporary kitchens. 

Cabinet makers can easily apply this feature to your desired work. 

Frames 

Frame doors in a kitchen, bathroom or laundry are perfect for 

keeping ornaments and items on display for guests and family 

around the home whilst keeping everything safe inside 

that cabinet, protected from dust and children. 

In most homes, glass doors and cabinets look best when 

mounted on walls while solid modules are often 

preferred for the bottom area. 

Glass doors also assist in illuminating one's dining room, 

welcoming guests on its own. 

We specialise in single cut out frames and a 4-holed 

option. Upon request we can implement an in-house rebate for 

glass to be applied by your cabinet maker. 

L-FingerGrip

80mm

C-Finger Grip

80mm

Wine Racks 

Our wine racks allow you to store wine in a neat and stylish way. 

We can apply almost every vinyl finish we have 

and manufacture a winerack to suit the rest of your vinyl 

wrapped kitchen. 

They can be install led to not only kitchens, but also bars, 

dining rooms and outdoor alfrescos as to which we can 

also cater for. 

Our wine racks can have bottle cut-outs either square 

or circular depending on your choice. 
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Over 20 years of  precise, world-class manufacturing...
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Custom-Matching Existing Profiles
With state of the art machinery & software from around the world we are able to

match almost every existing door design. Our CNC technology attains the capability of
cutting to many depths and steps of  a door profile. We highly encourage

customers to bring forward a design with our staff to confirm manufacturing
possibilities.

25mm & 32mm MDF Doors
MDF board can be used for a wide range of applications. We also grant the option

of 25 & 32mm panels which can be vinyl-wrapped and used where required.
Example applications include sliding doors, walk-in robes & internal

house doors.
Our door designs & colours are applicable to both 25 & 32mm doors.

Fluted Cabinet Mouldings
Fluted mouldings are available to fit any home applications’ overall purpose & style. 

Flutes are predominantly suited for kitchen applications and add a touch of 
elegance. We go out of our way to accentuate your cabinet areas and

create focal points in your home.

Fluting refers three or more shallow vertical grooves on the face of the molding 
reminiscent of Greek & Roman column architecture. Flute mouldings

have the possibility of matching dining tables & columns around your home.

Double-Sided Panels
Our vinyl has the possbility of being applied to BOTH sides of an MDF panel.

A door completely wrapped allows your home applications to shine without the worry
of a chipped back-edge. This allows your cabinetry to be showcased both

externally and internally.

Custom Door Designs
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DOOR CARE & MAINTENANCE GUIDE 

Everyday Cleaning 

All doors are easily cleaned using a soft-damp cloth. If a stain develops, use a soapy water or 
Windex. Using a dry cloth afterward is recommended to prevent streaks. 

Stubborn Stains 

If a stain persists, try methylated spirits and use a soft brush (i.e. soft tooth brush). A very mild 
abrasive such as toothpaste can additionally be used to remove stains. 

NOTE: The use of such abrasive cleaners is a last resort, as such methods can 
prematurely wear away the surface of the doors. 

DO NOT: use strong Alkaline or Acidic cleaners such as CLR, Harpic Toilet Duck, 
Draino, Bleach, Domestos or Sugar Soap. Never use rough abrasive 

cleaners such as Sand Paper, Steel Wool, Creme Cleaners and Dry Powders. 
Additionally, never use wax-based products such as Mr Sheen as it 

can potentially leave a thin wax film on the door surface. 

Door Care & Installation 
Vinyl doors are not to be exposed to direct sun, steam, prolonged humidity or heat appliances. 

Ovens, gas stove-tops and induction hotplates can all potentially damage doors when 
exposed to the heat they produce. Overheads must be at a minimum of 700mm 

above these appliances. 

Rangehoods must be in use on a high level at all times, filters regularly cleaned and full 
external flutes installed correctly. All heat radiated products and appliances 

must not be used directly under overhead doors and panels. 

EXTRA CAUTION WITH INDUCTION HOT PLATE AND WOK BURNERS, UNITS PRODUCE EXTREME HEAT 

All our vinyl-wrap doors meet current ATLA and European standard for heat resistance 
(UNl9242) to withstand 70C for 4 hours. Heat above this can force the vinyl to 

shrink back from the door or panel. 

Most ovens do not have a baffle-fitted surrounding found on the oven door and the 
excessive heat from oven doors can cause the vinyl to shrink back. Heat deflector 

strips are recommended around oven doors as to which we can supply 
but do not install. 

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES WILL VOID YOUR WARRANTY 
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